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Abstract. A semkommutation is a generalization of a partial commutation. So-called traces are 
generated by partial commutations. This class is generalized in the paper for semi-commutations 
called quasi-traces. A study of quasi-traces and their application to the analysis of the firing 
sequences of Petri nets are presented in the sequel. 
1. Introduction 
The behaviour of asynchronous cooperative processes has initiated a wide-range 
of new mathematical concepts e.g. net theory [4], the path-expression formalism 
[5], trace languages [I, 7, 8, 8, 121. The latter can lead to an important new class 
of languages called ‘quasi-trace languages’. These are characterized in the present 
paper. 
The closure operation on languages w.r.t. an arbitrary binary relation was intro- 
duced by Szijjarto [ 1 I] as a generalization of the case when the binary relation is 
symmetrical. There have been many papers dealing with this special case and many 
important results have been obtained, see e.g. [l, 2, 7, 121. Some of these results 
have been generalized to the general case by Latteux and Clerbout [6]. These authors 
introduced the notion of semi-commutations and considered semi-commutation 
functions in connection with rational operations. As mentioned by the authors, the 
study of semi-commutations is important 10 connection with languages of parallel 
programming such as semi-Dyck languages. 
In this paper we consider semi-commutations from the point of view of concur- 
rency. We introduce a semi-commutative monoid generated by a semi-commutation 
and define a partial order on the monoid. Then we give a sufficient condition for 
the regularity of a reduced set by this partial order. We also consider the partial 
ordering introduced by an element of the monoid. Then we relate the introduced 
notions to Petri nets. We show that when the parallel occurrence of the same 
transitions is impossible, the information of concurrency carried in a firing sequence 
is defined ful!y by the structure of nets. 
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2. Basic notations and definitions 
The following classical definitions and notations are used in the paper. For a 
finite alphabet X, X* will denote the free monoid generated by X, and the empty 
word will be denoted by E. For UEX”, a E X, &J will denote the number of 
occurrences of Q in u, alph( u) denotes the set {a E X 1 #=u > 0) and O(U) will denote 
the set {(a, i)l#,u>O~O<is#,u}. 
A semi-commutation system S = (X, P) is a semr-Thue system, where X is a finite 
alphabet and P is a set of rules of the form ab + ba with Q, b E X and Q # b. For a 
semi-commutation system S = (X, P), let P, denote the set of symmetrica ruk ~CPF 
P and P, = P\P,, i.e., 
P,=(ab+baIab+baEP/\ba+abEP), 
P,=(ab+ba(ab+baEPnba+abgP). 
A semi-commutation system which has only symmetrical rules is called commuta- 
tion system. For a semi-commutation system S =(X, P) the commutation system 
S, = (X, P,) is said to be associated with S. 
For w, W’E X* we write w hs w’ if there exists in the semi-commutation system 
S a derivation from w to w’. The semi-commutation functionf: X* + Zx* associated 
with the system S = (X, P) is defined by 
VWEX”, f(w)={wqw-+~w’}. 
The semi-commutation function associated with a commutation system is called a 
commutation function. If f is the semi-commutation function associated with a 
semi-commutation system S = (X, P), we denote by fs the commutation function 
associated with S, = (X, 4,). 
Let in the sequel S = (X, P) be a semi-commutation system, f the semi-commuta- 
tion function associated with S, S, = (X, 9,). 
nition 1. BE 2x* l 1s called a quasi-trace over S iff there exists w E X* such that 
B=f(w). 
For quasi-traces B1 and B2 over S, clearly, f (B, S,) is also a quasi-trace over S. 
Indeed, if B,=f(w,), B2=f(w2) then f(P,B,)=f(w,wJ. So, let r(S) denote the 
set of quasi-traces over S and define o:r(S)xr(S)+T(S) as Bp B2=f(B1B2). 
Then, (W), O, 14) is a monoid, which is called a semi-commutative monoid 
generated by S. A semi-commutative monoid generated by a commutation system 
is called a free partially commutative monoid, and its elements, then, are called 
traces over the commutation system. The free partially commutative monoid gener- 
ated by the commutation system S, is said to -be associated with S. 
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emma 1. For w, wkX*, f(w)=f(w’) tf and only ifS,(w)=f,(w’). 
Proof. The ‘if’ part is obvious and we prove the ‘only if’ part. Let f(w) = f (w’). 
Then w=w~+~w~+~***+~w,=w, where for Osisn-1, wi=xiaibiyi, wi+l= 
x,bia#i with Xi, yi E X* and a& + biai E I? Thus, f( wi) =f( Wi+l), which implies 
f (aibi) = f (biai) for all 0 G i s n - 1. Hence, for 0 s i s n - 1, b’ai + a&i E P holds, 
which means fs( w) =h( w’). Cl 
Let us define relations E and s-s on r(S) and on r( Ss) as follows. 
VB,, B,E~(S):B@& iff B,c B, and 
Vt, , f* E I-( SJ : ?I ssf2 iff 3wlEtl,wZE&:~1*S~Z. 
The relation C, obviously, is a partial order on T(S), and the relation s-S, from 
Lemma 1, is a partial order, also, on r(S). Let ~9 : r(S) + 2x* be defined by 
VBd(s):~(B)={w~x*IB=f(w)). 
The following theorem follows immediately from Lemma 1. 
Theorem 1. The mapping Q is an isomorphism between the semi-commutative monoid 
generated by S and the free partially commutative monoid associated with S, between 
the partially ordered sets (r(S), E) and (r(S), Q. 
Theorem 1 says that the set r(S) is fully characterized by the set r(S). 
For T c_ r(S) we define the set mins( T) by 
mins(T)={tET~NET:t#t’&~st}. 
min,( T) is called the reduced set of T. 
The meaning of the relations ss and c will be seen in Section 5. 
3. Regularity of reduced sets and reduced languages 
In [S], semi-commutation functions are studied in connection with rational 
operations. In this section, we study them in connection with the ‘reduce’ operation. 
We use the notations introduced in the previous section. The main result in this 
secticn is stated by the following theorem: 
Theorem 2. Let TE r(S), L= IJrEr t. Zff( L) is a regular language, so ts U’Emins(T) t. 
roof. Denote by T’ the set of traces generated by f(L), i.e. T’ = {fs( w) 1 w e f (L)}. 
Then, 
T’={tE k(SJ13t’E T: t’ ss t}, 
J”(ij= iJ i, 
‘ET’ 
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and hence, 
min,( T) = min,( T’). 
Let P,=hh, ~2,.•-, pk} be the set of antisymmetrical rules of Z? Let, for i = 
192 , . . . , k, Si = (X, P, u {pi}), and define Mi = mins, (T’). Therefore 
min,( 7.‘) = 6 Mi. 
i=l 
Since 
the theorem will be proved if for i = 1,2, . . . , k, nlE Mi t is a regular language. 
This means that we have to prove the theorem for the case PO = {ab + ba} only. 
So, we suppose P = eF u P, with Pa = {ab + ba}. Define 
Clique(P,)={Ac_Xl’dx,y~A:xy~yx~ P, and V~BA~~EA:~-JCCE&}. 
LetClique(P,)={X,,X,,..., X,,}. By Theorem 4.5 in [ 121, there exists a determinis- 
tic finite asynchronous automaton d = (Q, X, q”, 6, F) such that nlE T’ t is recog- 
nized by d and the following two assertions are satisfied: 
(i) Q = Q1 x Qz x . . . x Qn, where Q, , Q2, . . . , Qn are finite sets, 
(ii) There exist mappings (&& such that 
S,:Xi,,, Qi+XiE,, Qi, where I,={l~i~nIxEXi}, 
WI I,‘-*, 9”), 4 = (SL l l l ,&) iff for each iE Ix, qi = qi and 
6,(qi, 3. l . , qa) = (qi,, l . . , q:,), where Ix = {iI,. . . , ik}. 
We construct a finite automaton ST recognizing n,Emins(T’) t as follows. 
J$ = (Q’, X, S’, q”, F’), where 
Qi if iEZ nZh 
Q’=[QiuQiQi if ieZ:nl,, 
q”‘= (q’, 8) E Q’, S and F’ will be defined later. 
To simplify the notation, for q E ny=, Qi, let last(q) and first(q) denote the last and 
the first symbol, resp., in q, and for 
CY = (q’l,. . . ,dzk i< Q’, 
i=l 
let 
last-( a) = (last( q:), . . . , last( qk)), first(a) 
= (first(q:), . . . ,first(q#; for(a,x)EQxX, 
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let &(cy, x) denote the ith component of S(a, x). Now F’ and 6’ are defined as 
follows. 
F’={(aJl)e Q’Ilast(a)E FnpE2’r+n F=@}. 
Let S be extended to 2QXX* in the obvious way. For 
6’((a,~),x)=(a’,/3’) iff a’=(~:, . . . ,pL), /~‘=S(&X)U/~“, 
where 
0 i 
( ) ii 
(iii) 
( ) iv 
if xti {a, b}, pi = qi for i fE Ix and p! = &(last(cy), x) for i E Z,, 
if x = b, pi = last(~~)6’(last(a), 6  for i c ia n Zh and pi = &(last(a), b) for 
i ti Z, n Z, 
if X=U and if 3ieI,nZgq:eQi, pi= &(last(a), a); in the three cases 
(i)-(iii), p”= 0, 
ifx=a andifViEZ,nZ&EQiQi,&=Si(last(a),a) forall l~i~n,P”= 
{@first(a), ab)}. 
We prove the following assertions for the automaton .#: 
(aj ti’ behaves as a deterministic finite asynchronous automaton (indeed, .&’ is 
an asynchronous automaton!), i.e. if w, W’E X* and fS( w) =fs( w’) then 6’( 7, w) = 
6’( ‘y, w’) for all y E Q’, 
(b) S’(q”, w)=(LY,~), a~Q;x- l l x Q& /3 E 2Q if and only if 6( q”, w) = last(a) 
and 
by the rule ab-, ba A a?= S(q”, w’)}. 
The proof of (a): suppose that xy + yx E PT. Then, by the definition of e( 9,), 
Z, n Zy = 0. By the properties of d and the definition of M, it can be verified easily 
that sl( ‘y, xy) = 8’( ‘y, yx) for all y E Q’. Hence, by trivial induction on the length of 
a derivation from H’ to w’ by rules in 9,, we get (a). 
The proof of (b): the proof goes by induction on the length Iwl of w. 
1 WI = 1: Trivial. 
Let Iw[ = m + 1 and suppose (b) to be proved for all w’s with the length m. Let 
w = i3x, i? E X*, x E X, and S’(q”‘5 a) = ((Y, p), 6 E Xy=, Qi, BE 2Q. By the definition 
of .#, the only case, which is not obvious and we have to verify is that 
x = a A Vi E Z. n Zb: the ith component of a! is in QiQi. 
From the definition of m( 19,), it follows that there must be *‘6 in fV( *) for 
some 1.9’ in X*. By (a), S’(q”, K%) = 6’( q”, ~3). Let 6’( q”, w) = (a, ~3) with a! E 
X:z, Q:, p E 2’. 
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By (iv) in the definition of 8’ and the inductive assumption, S(q”, w) = last(a) 
and p = S(p, a) v p”, where @“= {S(q’, *ab)}. Since G’ab +s Q’ba -+, w, (b) fol- 
lows from (a) and the inductive hypothesis. Thus, w E X* is recognized by d’ if 
and only if w is recognized by & and there exists no w’ in (7,, T’ t such that w’ hs, w’,, 
w, As, w and w’, + w1 by the rule ab + ba for some wl, wi in X*. Since J$ recognizes 
n ,E T’ t and since 
tcT’htsst’ a tlET’, 
it follows that ti’ recognizes (7r&“s(T’) t. 0 
The semi-commutation system S defines on the free partially commutative monoid 
associated with it a partial order ss. 
The semi-commutation function JI when extended to a mapping from r(S,) to 
2 “(‘\), is defined by 
WElySs), f(t)={t’Er(s*)~t s_st’}. 
So the mins function defines for a subset T c r( &) the least subset T, in T such 
that f( Tm) =J( T). 
Theorem 1 says that the regularity of f( T) implies the regularity of mins( T), 
where the regularity of a trace language is understood as in [7, 121, i.e. T c r( S,) 
is said to be regular iff n,, T t is a regular language. For such a regular trace language 
T in 2”(‘3) , by Theorem 4.4 in [2], there exists a regular language Lc X* such that 
T = (fJ w) 1 w E L} and card( t n L) = 1 for all t E T. Hence, we have the following 
corollary: 
Corollary 1. Let LE X* be such that L =fs( L) and f( L) is a regular language. Then, 
there exists a regular language L’ E L satisfying : 
(i) f(L)=f(L’) and 
(ii) VwE L’i3w’E L’: w# W’A wEf(w’). 
(A language L’ satisfying (i) and (ii) is said to be a reduced language of L w.r.t. the 
system S.) 
We conclude this section with two examples: example 1 shows that the converse 
of Theorem 2 is not true and Example 2 says that Theorem 2 does not hold without 
the assumption of the regularity of f( T) even when T is regular. (Indeed, from the 
proof of Theorem 2, the regularity of f( T) can be replaced by the regularity and 
the convexity of T; i.e. 
t,,tzEThtl~-Stdst2 --4 t&C). 
Let S = ((a, b}, {ab + ba j), T = {{w} 1 w E (ab)“}. Then, min,( T) = T and 
n tET t = (ab)” is a regular language. However, f(( ab)*) is not a regular language, 
since 
which is not a regular language. 
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ple 2. Let S as in Example 1, 
T={{w}~w~(ab)*v&*a*}. 
Then fL- t is a regular language, but 
n t = (ab)*v (bman 1 m # n), 
temins( T) 
which is not a regular language. 
4. Partial ordering generated by a quasi-tracz 
In order to relate the notion of quasi-traces to Petri nets, as in the case of traces, 
we define a representation of quasi-traces by partial orders. It turns out in the next 
section that the partial ordering introduced by a quasi-trace corresponds to the 
information of concurrency carried in the firing sequences generating the quasi-trace.. 
Let S =(X, P) be, as in the previous section, a semi-commutation system, 
(r(S), 0, {E}) the semi-commutative monoid over S, and f the semi-commutation 
function associated with S. 
efinition 2. Let w = a a 1 2.. . a, E X*. The partial ordering generated by w over S 
is the pair (Q(w), G,), where O(w) is the set of symbol occurrences of w and 
G W = F$ with Fw E Q(w) x O(w) being defined as 
bk, #.,a,a, l l l akVwbm, #.,,,a,az= - l amJ 
ifi O<k<m~n and akam+&,&gP. 
Clearly, s w is a partial order on O(w). 
ositiork 1. Let w, w’E X*. Then, 
W’Ef(W) a o(w)=o(w’)A swc_~w*. 
Proof. Only the ‘if’ part is not obvious and can be shown by induction on the length 
IwI of w. We leave it to the readers. Cl 
From Proposition 1 an algorithm in time 0( 1 w(‘) can be constructed to decide 
whether w’ E f ( w). 
f(w,) =f(w2) H Ww,), SW,) = ww,), SW’). 
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To simplify the notation, in ;he sequel, let name(( a, i)) = a for (a, i) E 
x x(1,2,. . .}. 
Based on Proposition 1, we prove the following nice property for the monoid 
(I’(S), 0, {E)) when 9, = $9. 
Theorem 3. Let P, = 0, B, , B2 E T(S) and B, n B2 # 0. Then, BI n B2 E r(S). 
roof. For w’, w’k X*, we prbve by induction on the length n of w’ that f(w’) n 
f( w”) # 0 implies (+,,# u +)* = G with some w in X*. 
n =O: Trivial. 
n+ n +1: Let ua of nf( w”), a E X, u E X* and IuI= n. Them w’ and w” are 
of the forms 
w’= wiay’, w’= wyay” an a g alph(y’y”). 
It can be seen, then, that 
Wb E alph(y’y”): ab + ba E P and u E f( wiy’) n f( wyy”). 
y Proposition 1 and the inductive assumption, there exists w1 E X* such that 
30 of =.f( wiy’) n f( w:ly”) and 
Let G = (s ,,.w +J*. Clearly, sua 2 s, and hence, G is a partial order on 0( w’). 
Furthermore, the restriction of G on 0( w,) x 0( w,) is G,,,, . 
Let e,,e2,..., cn be the topology sorting of (0( w,), d,,) such that for 1 ~j G n 
name(ej)=ajandw=ala2...a,.Let~ = (a, #,w’,a), i be the least integer such that 
Wj> i: ej S e A UUj + UjU E P. 
Obviously, e g ej for 1 <j G n. 
NOW W3 show that W=U~U~~~~UiUUi+~... a, satisfies our claim. For the partial 
order relation G, let p be the least relation on O(w) such that p* = s. 
Let ejp e. By the definition of i, j 2 i, and by the definition of p, Qja + UUj e P 
sWe, and hence SC G,,,. Let ej s ,+, e and aja -3 aaj E P. Then, j s i. 
Suppose= that ej g e. By the definition of s, 
ej E (“(w’)\O( da)) n ww’)\a wya)) and UUj+ UjU E I? 
ence, by the definition of i, j < i and two cases are pocsible: 
(i) e’s e. By the definition of i and since G ,,,, = s (O(,V, Ixo( wz,, e’pe. From ej 6 e 
it ~OPIOWS that ej % ei, and hence, ej SW ei. Thus ajai + aiaj E R Since P, = 8, aiaj + 
This implies, by ei g ,,.’ ei +ei g ej, that 
ei E (0( W’)\O( W’,U)) n (0( W’)\O(Wya)). 
efkition of i, contradicts eipe. 
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(ii) ei % e. Then, by the definition of i, QQi + QiQ ti f! Thus, ei E o( w',) n 0( WY) 
since e g ei. In this case, + % ei and from ei g W, ej, Zi s e+ must hold as well. Thus, 
QiQj+ QjQi E R AISO, by Ps ~0, 
QjQi + QiQj e Pe 
By the definition of s ,,,, , ej s ,,,, t+ and hence, ej G ei, leading to contradiction. Thus, 
ej < e, and hence, G ,,, c G. Theorem 3, now, follows from Proposition 1. Cl 
The following example shows that Theorem 
the assumption P, = 0. 
Example 3. Let S = ({a, b, c, d}, P), where 
P=(ab~bQ,ac~~Q,cQ-,ac,dQ-*ad, 
Let w’ = cdab, wn= dabc. Then, (0( w’), s ,), 
< ,,+#)*) are represented by the graphs in Fig. 1. 
f(w’)nf(w’)=f(abcd)wf(bcda). 
3 does not hold in general without 
dc + cd, cb + bc, db + bd). 
(Cqw”‘), SW et) and (O( w’), (+u 
By Proposition 1, 
Since abed e f( bcda) and bcda e f(abcd), there exists no w in (a, b, c, d}* such th;: 
f(w)=f(w’)nf(w’). Indeed, f(w’)nf(w”)={obcd, bad, bead* bcda}. 
Theorem 3 gives a nice property to the poset (r(S), C) when P, = fl as mentioned 
in the following corollary. 
Corollary 3. Let S = (X, P) with P, = 0. Then, for any finite subset Q c_ r(S), if Q 
has an upper bound, Q has a least upper bound, and if Q has. Q lower bound, Q has 
a greatest lower bound. 
(i 1 (0 (W’),Q WI) (ii)(OCW” ),s ,b? 
Fig. 1. 
. 
‘(X)1 hq paouap 3 . JO sawznbas %I!JY ~l~jo )as aya 
uo!)wnj e SB palaldlalu! s! d uo!)ala.~ aye (d -J, ‘s) ~au 't! .~oj 6a3~a~~a~~03 JOT 
~JB suo!~~puo~ 8u~~olloj ay, pun Jau B s! I! JcJ! Jau axaJJn330 UB s! (g 6~ 's) (wj 
l (~)pow(&uop ZJ. pug )au I? sj ,! JJ! )PU pa)+)saJ-J Is S! (g ‘J ‘s) (u) 
'.xx3xu=:.x pua x, x=&:x. ~a1 J. ns 55 JO~J l xjo laslsod aql pall~a 
Si {L'xIX}=~X pue x jo lasald ayl pal~aa s! {x#(A}=x, ‘~ns3x JOT l (SXJ) 
n (J x s) 5 g PUE s1as a)!uy lu!o@p an? J, paa s J.Jlj 1au B S! (J ‘y ‘s) (1) ‘E uo!9!uya 
. [C] UIOlj UayE$ alB Sassaaold Jtayl pue SlaU iJ,ad jo suO!)!uyap %U!MOIIOj ayJl 
l sasSaaoJd al!uy ul ~aaga oujo ax dayljf palltwo aJe slau p,ad ui sassaaoJdjo 
su~o!xujo awes %nu l sassaaoJd a)!uy qay, pue slau glad aqy Quo JapIsuoD aA 
l slau gad jo saauanbas %u~y 01 saxq-!sanb a)elaJ aM uoilaas sp.p UI l slau gad dq 
paIIapotu swa& luawwoajo Jno!Aeqaq ay, %u@pnls u! lCenn Iwnleu f! ui pasn aq 
pinoqs saxvl-isenb %aaaJ$jo suo!$x?zgeJauai!l%uiagg -100) lnjasn B aq 01 sAoJd saw) 
%lau yad ajm3 rCq paIIaporu sura)sAs luaJJn9uo9 jo Jno!Aeyaq ayl %u!qpasap uI 
q ‘{dW+‘+-‘9+9V}=,_d 
alayM ‘(,_d 6~) Y)!M pale!aosse uog9unj uogwwuuo~-!uras 
ayi s! ,_Jlay’, 8u!a!lou Aq E waJoau uro~j 6Ialwpaww! SMOIIOJ E LJEIIOJ~~ 0~00~ 
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nition 5. Let C = (S, T, F, ) be a system net, N = (B, E, F’) an occurrence 
net and p : B u E + S u T a labelling of N The pair U = (N, p) is called a process 
of C iir” 
(i) N is E-restricted, 
(ii) p(B) E S, p(E) C_ T, 
(iii) Wee E VIES*: F(s,p(e))=lp-l(s)n’el and F(p(e),s)=lp-‘(s)ne’l, 
(iv) v,‘s~S, &(s)-Ip-‘(s)n”~I, where ‘N={xE Bl’x=P). 
Let n(Z) denote the set of all processes of 2. 
For a system net 2, L(Z) is called the occurrence sequence semantics of C and 
n(2) is called the process semantics of 2. 
To compare the process semantics with the occurrence sequence semantics of a 
system net, in [3] Best associated aset of processes with a firing sequence as follows. 
Definition 6. Let C = (S, T, F, MO) be a system net and a = tl f2. . . tn a firing sequence 
of C with Mo[ tl) . . . [ t,,)M,,. The set ?T( U) of processes associated with u is defined 
by induction on the length n of o as follows. 
n =0: CT = e and W(U) = {(B, j&0, p)}, where B contains, for each s E S, Mo( s) 
distinct conditions b with p(b) = s. 
n+n+l: Let d=tlt2.. .tn+r. Each process (N, p) = (B, E, F, p) is constructed 
by the following procedure belonging to ?T( a’). Take (N’, p’) = (B’, E’, F’, p’) E 
n-(a). For each s E l t,,+, we choose a condition b(s) E N”n p-‘(s), where N” = 
{XE B’lx’ = 0); then we add a new event e with p(e) = tn+, and (b(s), e) E F for all 
s E l tn+, . Also, for each s E ti+, we add a new condition b’(s) with p( b’( s)) = s and 
(e, b’(s))EF. For x,y~ B’u E’, p(x)=p’(x) and (X,Y)E Fe(x,y)~ F’. 
Best has shown that ~(a) is a set of processes of C and ~(a) is considered as 
the set of processes having the same sequential observation V. 
The following lemma is needed. 
Lemma 2. Let C = (S, T, F, MO) be a system net, ?T = (B, E, F’, p) a process of 
sequence cy = t, . . . t,, E T is a firing sequence of C and n E n(a) if and only if there 
exists a topology sorting e, , e2, . . . , e,, of E by F’* such that ti = p( ei) for 1 s i 6 n. 
Proof. It is easy, see [3]. cl 
Now we introduce a new notion. 
‘7. Let X=(S, T,F, ) be a system net. The semi-commutation system 
derived from C is SC(C) = (T, P), where 
P={tt’+ t’tl’t’n ?*=@A t# t’}. 
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Notice that 
P,={tt’+ t’tl*t’n t’=‘tn t”=Q)A t# t’} 
is the set of symmetrical rules of R 
It is obvious that if Q! E L(Z) then f(a) E L(Z), i.e. $( L(Z)) = L(Z), where f is 
the semi-commutation function associated with SC(C). 
Now, we are ready to present he two main results in this section. 
Theorem 4. Let C = (S, T, F, MO) be a system net, a, p E L(Z), SC(Z) = (T, P) the 
semi-commutation system derived from 2, f the semi-commutation fu ction associated 
with SC@). Then, 
(9 PEfW =+ h9~4P), 
(ii) ‘IT(~) or W(P) n (VW = (B, E, F’, p) E rr(p)Ve, ek E: 
p(e) =p(e’) 3 eF’*e’v e’F’*e) =+ p E f(a). 
Proof. (i) Notice that we have only to prove that if a! = wtt’, p = wt’t, ’ t’n t’ = 0 
then w(o) E V(P). But this is obvious from Definition 6. 
(ii) The proof is by introduction on the length i of LY. 
r’ =0: Obvious. 
i+i+l: Let ac=wt, WE A , y* t E T. Since ?r(a) c T(P), it follows from Lemma 2 
that Q(U) = O(p). ence p is of the form: 
P = w1tw* with t e alph( w,). 
Furthermore, if there were tk alph( wz) such that ‘t n t’* = 0, there would exist a 
process q E ?r(a)\n(P) by Definition 6 and the assumption. So, W E alph(w,), 
t’t + ttk P and p Ef(w,w2t). By I c_ r(p) and w is a firing sequence of 2, from 
LGnma 2, it follows that w? wq is a king sequence of C also, and T(W) 5 IP( w, w2). 
The inductive hypothesis gives w, wz E f( w) which implies w, w2t ef(cu). Hence, 
kW(a). q 
The following example shows that the converse of (i) does not hold in gene8-A. 
xample 4. See Fig. 2. 
L9t C be a system net, 
a E uv, SC(Z)=(T, P) 
the seli~E’-~“ii~0~~~11:tat~on s;9em derived from 2 and $ the semi-commutarion fu ctk>n 
associated with SC(Z). Then 
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( i ) a system net 
( ii ) n (XXY) =9l 
Fig. 2. 
bqw 
Theorem 5. Let C be a system net, ar E L(X), SC(X) the semi-commutation system 
derived from C. Let (0( cy ), sa ) be the partial ordering generated by cy over SC(Z). 
Then, 
(i) For w = (B, E, F’, p) E ~(a) there exists a bijection 6 between E and O(a) such 
that 
WeE E: p(e)=name(b(e)), and e,Ff*e2 3 b(e,) sa b(e& 
(ii) rf 
p(e) = p( e’! + eF’*e’ v e’F’*e, 
then 4, is the least parrial order relation on 0( cw) satisjjing (i j. 
Proof. (i) is obvious from Definition 6. (ii) is proved as follows. 
By the assumption of (ii), for each 7~ E ar( u), the bijection b defined by (i) is 
unique. So, we can identify the set of events of each process IT in ~(a) with the 
set O(a), and then, each process T in +.I) generates a partial order relation sW 
on O(a). We prove that 4, =n,,mca, sV. By (i) nmEatnI sp is a partial order 
relation on O(a) and n,ErC(YJ G~C_ <a. 
Let 0, , 02,. . . , 0, be a topology sorting of O(Q) by sa. By Preposition 1 
p=name(O,\... name( 0,) EJ( (Y). 
By Theorem 4 it follows that &x) c_ m(p). By Lemma 2, O,, 02,. . . , O,,, is a 
topology sorting of cx for each 7r t n-(ti ). Htiik, G, , G2, . . . , Cm iS ii Zi;GiGg~ 
sorting of nrrEatrr) srr. This implies that s-cy E n,,,,,, Go. Consequently, (ii) has 
I=,?, -_%Yr.~rj z U&+&l1 Y&V * bti. 
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Let us consider what Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 say. The fact ~(a) E n(p) for 
firing sequences a! and p of a system net C says that the nondeterminism in 
constructing the set of processes from the sequence p is greater than from the 
sequence LY. 
By Theorem 4, this fact follows from f(cu)~f(p), where SC(Z) is the semi- 
commutation system derived from C and f is the semi-commutation function 
associated with SC(X). Furthermore, by Theorem 5, if 0, and O2 are symbol 
occurrences of a! such that they are not related by sa, they correspond to events 
which occur concurrently in each process in I. 
From the above mentioned and Proposition 1, it is reasonable to introduce the 
following definition. 
Let, in the sequel, C be a system net, f be the semi-commutation function 
associated with SC(Z), 
Definition 8. The set nrER r is called a set of firing sequences carrying maximal 
concurrency of -X. Since f( L(Z)) = L(C) and L(Z) is a regular language if C is a 
bounded system net, from Theorem 2, we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 5. The set of Jiring sequenzs carrying maximal concurrency of a bounded 
system net is a regular language. 
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